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Create your extraordinary with Atlantis' new 
selection of the finest hardware finishes, 
built on a stunning Matte Black foundation. 
Introducing the Foundry Series.

Set on Atlantis’ market-leading matte black 
base finish – consisting of glazing channels and 
top brace – create your extraordinary with the 
highest quality hinges, handles and rollers in Aged 
& Polished Brass, Brushed Nickel, Brushed Gold, 
Gunmetal Grey and Matte Black. 
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The Series
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Aged Brass; the most classic and pure form 
of bathroom ornament. It’s warm hues and 
unique aging process provide a mesmerising 
point of difference.

Aged naturally, brass displays a rich marbled effect 
– with blemishes and veins throughout. This brass is 
not coated or waxed, which allows the brass to patina 
gracefully even further. A brass cleaner can be used to 
brighten the surface to your likening.

Aged Brass

See next page for Aged Brass in context
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Use Code: UPGRADE-AB



Aged Brass Sliding Hardware
on the Linea Quattro™ system
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Aged Brass Sliding Handle
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Polished
Brass

Ihitaspelique cullesequis apita 
nonsequam, as aut dolorecum quia 
demperum re sunt as dolore por se 
vento magnam volupti co.

Hinged: FOU-HR-PB
Sliding: FOU-SL-PB

See P18 for styling suggestions 
and moodboard ideas.

Ihitaspelique cullesequis apita nonsequam, as 
aut dolorecum quia demperum re sunt as dolore 
por se vento magnam volupti con essed ea apel 
mos dolut et volendae recti adi te omnis estiam, 
aribus, es eum ut a vendunt ota

Champagne brass, contrasted and toned 
back by the series’ Matte Black foundation, 
provides just enough sparkle to dazzle 
without overpowering your bathroom.

Polished Brass adds a stunning colour to your 
bathroom. The uncoated brass will age – both to the 
touch, and the unique conditions of your bathroom. 
If desired, the brass can be polished with Brasso or 
similar to maintain a beautiful polished surface.

Polished Brass

See next page for Polished Brass in context
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Use Code: UPGRADE-PB



Polished Brass Hinged Hardware
on the Linea Quattro™ system
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Polished Brass 
Sliding Hardware
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The delicate tones of Brushed Nickel sit 
comfortably alongside light timbers, and 
contrast dark tiles beautifully. Subtle and  
soft – Brushed Nickel is a big hit.

Brushed Nickel is an elegant emerging finish, 
especially in architectural homes where the finer 
details are the most important ones. Perfect for in 
a monochromatic bathroom design, combining with 
timbers, or pairing with stunning pastel hues.

Brushed Nickel

See next page for Brushed Nickel in context
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Use Code: UPGRADE-BN



Brushed Nickel Hinged Hardware
on the EasyTile™ system
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Brushed Nickel 
Sliding Handle
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Brushed Gold is a finish unlike any other. Give 
your simple bathroom a sophisticated twist 
with touches of Brushed Gold – built on a 
market-leading Matte Black foundation.

Take your bathroom design from functional to 
fantastic with Brushed Gold. Without overpowering, 
this striking upgrade will add splendour to a space 
traditionally known for being lacklustre.

Brushed Gold

See next page for Brushed Gold in context

Use Code: UPGRADE-BG
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Brushed Gold Sliding Hardware
on the Linea Quattro™ system
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Brushed Nickel 
Sliding Handle

Brushed Gold 
Sliding Roller
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One of the most on-trend 'feature tapware' 
choices in 2019, Gunmetal Grey is sure to  set 
your bathroom apart with it's rich and dark 
matte finish.

Create your extraordinary with stunning Gunmetal 
Grey. This choice is popular amongst interior 
designers for it's ability to create sharp contrast in 
modern bathrooms. Add softness with timbers, and 
pair with light tones of your choice.

Gunmetal Grey

See next page for Gunmetal Grey in context
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Use Code: UPGRADE-GM



Gunmetal Grey Sliding Hardware
on the Ebony & Ivory™ system
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Brushed Nickel 
Sliding Handle

Gunmetal Grey 
Sliding Handle
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Matte Black; the perfect all-rounder.  
All modern bathrooms deserve some wow- 
factor, and what better way to achieve this 
than with stunning Matte Black hardware.

A modern classic, Matte Black hardware has changed 
the way we look at bathroom design. Atlantis' market-
leading Matte Black hardware continues to stand the 
test of time, and create a bold statement whilst doing 
so. Stand out with Matte Black – the backbone of  
the Series. 

Matte Black

See next page for Matte Black in context
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Use Code: UPGRADE-MB



Matte Black Sliding Hardware
on the Linea Quattro™ system
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Brushed Nickel 
Sliding Handle

Matte Black Hinge
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Polished Brass

Brushed Nickel

Aged Brass

Gunmetal Grey

Brushed Gold

Matte Black


